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Three perspectives -- one truth The victim: After his windshield was shattered with a baseball bat, HIV-positive Alex Crusan ducked under the steering wheel. But he knows what he saw. Now
he must decide what he wants to tell. The witness: Daria Bickell never lies. So if she told the police she saw Clinton Cole do it, she must have. But did she really? The suspect: Clinton was
seen in the vicinity of the crime that morning. And sure, he has problems with Alex. But he'd never do something like this. Would he?
A hapless witch, a bad boy turned beast, a beautiful girl and her wicked stepmother…what more could you want in these four modernized fairy tales, in one collection for the first time, by #1
New York Times bestselling author Alex Flinn. Beastly: Kyle was the cutest guy at school—and the most heartless. Kendra's spell turned him into a beast, but can Lindy's love turn him back
into a boy? After winning a VOYA Editor's Choice award and spending over 22 weeks on the New York Times bestseller list, Beastly, a retelling of Beauty and the Beast, became a major
feature film starring Vanessa Hudgens, Alex Pettyfer, Mary Kate Olsen, and Neil Patrick Harris. Beastly: Lindy's Diary: This novella lets readers peek into the journal Lindy kept while she was
getting to know—and love—her beast. Bewitching: Kendra shares her other schemes that have gone wrong . . . no matter how hard she tries! These tweaked fairy tales take readers all through
history and all over the world. Mirrored: In this retelling of Snow White, beautiful Celine must take refuge with her friend Goose and his family since her wicked stepmother, Violet, is on a
mission to be the fairest of all and won't let anything—including Celine—get in her way.
This story was first published in early 2015, but I tweaked it here, and there, to make it longer, and changed the cover. This is the story of Alex and Serena. They met a year or so ago in a gay
bar while out with mutual friends.But because of rumours and lies spread by one of their jealous but so called friends they were kept apart as they were never both single at the same time, or
so they thought.Over the next year they both secretly fell in love with each other. Alex thought it was wrong to do anything about it, while Serena thought she was just wasting her time.They
finally got together after Alex stole a kiss in the garden at midnight at a New year's eve party at a friends house which made the truth come out.Six months later they had moved in to a rented
house together next door to their elderly neighbour Mary.In Serena's job as manager of a hairdressing,beauty and nail bar she would often hear stories and rumours from her customers about
different people and she just used to take it all with a pinch of salt.But when the rumours started to be about Mary, her dead husband George and the family that owns the house that she now
rents and shares with Alex she started to take notice.For more information on this book or any other Jo Brighton titles, please visit the website www.jobrightonsbooks.com
A beast. Not quite wolf or bear, gorilla or dog but a horrible new creature who walks upright—a creature with fangs and claws and hair springing from every pore. I am a monster. You think I'm
talking fairy tales? No way. The place is New York City. The time is now. It's no deformity, no disease. And I'll stay this way forever—ruined—unless I can break the spell. Yes, the spell, the one
the witch in my English class cast on me. Why did she turn me into a beast who hides by day and prowls by night? I'll tell you. I'll tell you how I used to be Kyle Kingsbury, the guy you wished
you were, with money, perfect looks, and the perfect life. And then, I'll tell you how I became perfectly . . . beastly.
????????????????,????????????????????,????????“???”????“?????”????????????????,?????????????“?????”????????????
I'm not your average hero. I actually wasn't your average anything. Just a poor guy working an after-school job at a South Beach shoe repair shop to help his mom make ends meet. But a little
magic changed it all. It all started with a curse. And a frognapping. And one hot-looking princess, who asked me to lead a rescue mission. There wasn't a fairy godmother or any of that. And
even though I fell in love along the way, what happened to me is unlike any fairy tale I've ever heard. Before I knew it, I was spying with a flock of enchanted swans, talking (yes, talking!) to a
fox named Todd, and nearly trampled by giants in the Everglades. Don't believe me? I didn't believe it either. But you'll see. Because I knew it all was true, the second I got cloaked.
Now happily married to writer and producer Paul Marion Keane, television star J. Alex Cook’s life has been a fairytale of success and romance for years. But when an unexpected tragedy
throws his and Paul’s social circle into chaos, the alumni of hit TV show The Fourth Estate are forced to pick up the creative pieces left behind. Confronted with his own mortality, Paul
suggests he and Alex start a family. But figuring out what family means when your best friends’ polyamorous marriage may be melting down and you have Hollywood’s most malevolent fairy
godmother to thank for your success is no easy proposition. As Alex questions whether anyone in a profession full of make believe can truly have fame, fortune, kids, and the happily ever after
of their dreams, he sets out to take control of his own life and discover that the best love stories never truly end. Please be aware, this is a high-heat, high-angst romance and includes
characters with a past history of self-harm. This title was previously published by Torquere Press. This is a newly updated and revised edition. Phoenix is book three in the Love in Los Angeles
series.
Lori Wick's bestselling series The Californians (more than 500,000 copies sold) has a fresh new cover design to delight avid Lori Wick fans and readers just introduced to Lori's beloved fiction.
When an angry snowstorm forces Marcail Donovan to seek shelter for the night at the town doctor's house, the pretty new schoolteacher is thrust into a scandal that threatens her career. The
unfortunate but innocent circumstances bring harsh condemnation to Marcail, but the compassionate bachelor doctor offers her a way to remain the town's teacher. Now she must face an
inner turmoil worse than any storm. Is Donovan's Daughter willing to give up her own dreams to bring God's love to the children she teaches?

Wanted: Christmas magic. Ten years ago, Mark Campbell broke Kristan Donahue’s heart when he joined the navy and left her behind in their small New England town. Now he's
back home for the holidays and wants to pick up where they left off. Can the magic of Christmas help Kristan open up her heart enough to trust again? And can this same magic
convince Mark that next to Kristan is where he belongs forever?
Claire Davenport is a hopeless romantic who shared her first kiss with Alex Murphy during a game of Spin the Bottle. Only Alex never pursued her after their kissing session and
Claire regrets not telling him about her crush. At twenty-seven, no boyfriends have captured her heart in the same way. Still, she hasn’t given up on finding the one.
Unfortunately, Forever Designs, her boutique wedding dress business, is accumulating more bills than invoices so love has to take a backseat for now. When a famous model
books Claire to design her wedding dress, she jumps at the opportunity only to find out the client is her childhood best friend and rival, Missy Peters. Claire and Missy’s
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friendship imploded when Missy stole Claire’s high school boyfriend. To save her business, Claire has no choice, but to work with Missy. To Claire’s surprise, the best man turns
out to be Alex Murphy. Gone is the skinny boy with the awkward-but-endearing kisses. Alex is now a sexy scientist, who for some reason seems determined to stop the wedding,
which Claire can’t let happen. Now, Claire must design the perfect dress for demanding Missy, while at the same time countering Alex’s attempts to break up the bride and
groom. Can Claire convince Alex to give Missy and her fiancé a chance, and that true love is possible? And can she do it without him breaking her heart all over again?
True love is hard to find but finding a heart that will forgive you at your worst and an arm that will hold you at your weakest is finding true love. To have someone to love you is not
a gift but a choice made by God, to have someone to love you back is a divine gift cherish and treasure it with all your heart. Some opportunities they come only once. Live so
that when you die you will have lived. Without love there is no living for we will never know the true enjoyment of life, unless all things we do are done with love in our hearts and
minds, is hard to forget someone who gave you so much to remember. Appreciate what you have before is gone and don’t let yourself realise what you have when it’s gone.
Love and let love lead. Love and let love rule; things that love makes you do!
"In all film there is the desire to capture the motion of life, to refuse immobility," Agnes Varda has noted. But to capture the reality of human experience, cinema must fasten on
stillness and inaction as much as motion. Slow Movies investigates movies by acclaimed international directors who in the past three decades have challenged mainstream
cinema's reliance on motion and action. More than other realist art cinema, slow movies by Lisandro Alonso, Nuri Bilge Ceylan, Pedro Costa, Jia Zhang-ke, Abbas Kiarostami,
Cristian Mungiu, Alexander Sokurov, Bela Tarr, Gus Van Sant and others radically adhere to space-times in which emotion is repressed along with motion; editing and dialogue
yield to stasis and contemplation; action surrenders to emptiness if not death.
In #1 New York Times bestselling author Alex Flinn’s modern and mysterious YA retelling of “Snow White,” beauty is in the eye of the beholder and true love doesn’t
necessarily mean Prince Charming. Celine’s life is the stuff fairy tales are made of. She’s beautiful, talented, and brave. Unfortunately, her tale comes complete with a wicked
stepmother! When Violet steps into Celine’s life, everything changes and weird things begin to happen to her—bizarre accidents, strange illnesses, and rabid animal attacks.
Celine doesn’t feel safe anywhere. It’s almost as if some hateful witch is out to get her. And there is. Violet has been waiting all her life to have Celine’s father to herself. Getting
rid of his gorgeous daughter is child’s play for a witch as powerful as she is. Happy-ever-after isn’t enough for Violet. She wants to be the fairest of them all, and Celine is in the
way . . . but not for long. Forced to take refuge with her friend Goose and his family, Celine gives up everything she loves and goes deep undercover. But will it be enough to fool
Violet or will Celine’s fate be decided by a reflection in a magic mirror? And where do you find Prince Charming in Miami anyway? Mirrored is a modern retelling of “Snow
White”—told from the points of view of Violet, Celine, and Goose—with all the magic and mystery readers will love.
Talia fell under a spell. . . . Jack broke the curse. I was told to beware the accursed spindle, but it was so enchanting, so hypnotic. . . . I was looking for a little adventure the day I
ditched my tour group. But finding a comatose town, with a hot-looking chick asleep in it, was so not what I had in mind. I awakened in the same place but in another time—to a
stranger's soft kiss. I couldn't help kissing her. Sometimes you just have to kiss someone. I didn't know this would happen. Now I am in dire trouble because my father, the king,
says I have brought ruin upon our country. I have no choice but to run away with this commoner! Now I'm stuck with a bratty princess and a trunk full of her jewels. . . . The good
news: My parents will freak! Think you have dating issues? Try locking lips with a snoozing stunner who turns out to be 316 years old. Can a kiss transcend all—even time?
Love is never ugly Now a major motion picture starring Vanessa Hudgens and Alex Pettyfer I am a beast. A beast! Not quite wolf or bear, gorilla or dog but a horrible new
creature who walks upright. I am a monster. You think I'm talking fairy tales? No way. The place is New York City. The time is now. It's no deformity, no disease. And I'll,stay this
way forever—ruined—unless I can break the spell. Yes, the spell, the one the witch in my English class cast on me. Why did she turn me into a beast who hides by day and prowls
by night? I'll tell you. I'll tell you how I used to be Kyle Kingsbury, the guy you wished you were, with money, perfect looks, and the perfect life. And then, I'll tell you how I became
perfectly . . . beastly.
Eldest son Alex lived by the rules of his legendary family's proud heritage and would never disgrace the revered Coleman name by seducing an innocent like Hannah Clark. Yet
when the spirited beauty turned the tables, the infamous horsebreeder found her impossible to resist. Honor demanded he make Hannah his bride. But Alex's destiny had already
been carved in a land far beyond the Lone Star State. And his heart now faced the ultimate decision—the choice between love and duty.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Alex Flinn is back with magical twists on four fairy-tale favorites, each featuring a little help from Kendra, the witch from Beastly, as she searches through cities and
centuries for her lost love. Now available in paperback and featuring retellings of favorite fairy tales such as "Little Red Riding Hood," "Rumpelstiltskin," "East of the Sun and West of the Moon," and "The Ugly
Duckling," Kendra’s adventures in Beheld are filled with fresh fairy-tale fun from beginning to end. Since she first beheld James over three hundred years ago, Kendra has tangled with witch hunters and
wolves, helped a miller’s daughter spin straw into gold, cowered in London as German bombs fell, and lived through who knows how many shipwrecks. But her powers have limits, and immortality can be
lonely. Kendra isn’t ready to stop searching for the warlock she met centuries ago. With the help of her magic mirror, Kendra will travel the world to reconnect with her lost love—and, of course, she can’t help
but play a hand in a few more stories along the way.
A Kiss in TimeHarperTeen
Simplified Chinese edition of Frindle. A 5th grader named Nick is a little on the enterprising side mixed with mischievous, and the love for pushing his limits. To irk his tough teacher, he invented a word
"frindle," and convinced everyone this is a real word. Years later when the word made it into the dictionary, Nick discovered that his teacher was secretly rooting for and helping him. Distributed by Tsai Fong
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One man. One moment in time. One horrific night. That was all it took. Alexandra had married the man of her dreams and they had their whole life ahead of them. They had a wonderful marriage, a beautiful
house and essentially they could not be happier. Things were falling into place as intended, until one beautiful evening turned devastatingly tragic. The catastrophic events that transpired ensured that none of
their lives would ever be the same. Faced with an impossible moral decision, Alex had to make a choice that would come back to haunt her in years to come, once again forcing her to tempt the hands of fate.
For fans of vampire and time travel novels and the Kiss Across Time series. Time travel is not for the weak of heart. Alexander Karim, long-time friend of Brody, Veris and Taylor, has been questioning
everything; his purpose in life and his identity as a vampire and a doctor. Even his long time pursuit of the lovely but reluctant police lieutenant Sydney Stevens is on shaky ground. Life tosses him a curve ball
when Alex learns that Brody's trial lawyer, Rayner De Leon, the youngest appeal court judge in the state, is attracted to Alex. Rayner is a vampire, Rafael, who has known Brody and Veris since the fifth
century. Alex warily allows Rafael to seduce him, and the affair has surprising results for both of them. But then a deliberate hit and run tosses Sydney back into Alex's life and this time, her defenses are
down and she is vulnerable. But there are unanswered questions surrounding Sydney. Who tried to kill her? And why is she insisting that Alex was there, when he doesn't remember it that way? When a kiss
sends Alex and Sydney back to Alex's beloved desert, and he realizes that Taylor is not the only one who can time travel, the questions pile up like gunpowder. The flint that strikes the spark is Sydney's past,
which is exposed when Rafael reaches through time and uncovers her dangerous secret. The explosion that follows is both deadly and tragic, reaching out to touch everyone's lives. Warning: This time travel
menage romance features two super-hot alpha vampire heroes, multiple sex scenes, including anal sex, MM sexual play, and MMF sex. Do not read this book if frank sexual language and sex scenes offend
you. The time-space continuum was restored to order at the end of this book. Promise. This is the fourth book in the Kiss Across Time paranormal series: Kiss Across Time 1: Kiss Across Time Kiss Across
Time 2: Kiss Across Swords Time Kissed Moments 2.1: Missing* Kiss Across Time 3: Kiss Across Chains Kiss Across Time 4: Kiss Across Deserts [Time Kissed Moments are short stories and novellas
featuring the characters and situations featured in the Kiss Across Time series.] ...and praise for the Kiss Across Time Series: [She] has created characters that are engaging, unpredictable, outrageously
funny and down-right appealing to readers who will steal their hearts. Shannon for The Romance Studio I think you'll be as entertained and affected by the chemistry between the characters as I was. A fastmoving romance that spanned several lifetimes and included a paranormal aspect that was a fun and totally unexpected surprise. Honeysuckle for Whipped Cream Erotic Romance Reviews This was a great
story with wonderful and surprising plot twists. The chemistry between the three is tangible. Stacey Krug for Siren Book Reviews Paranormal erotic romance doesn't get any more creative than [this]. Chris for
Romance Junkies This is a story, and these are characters, that stay with the reader long after the story is finished. Clare for Happily Ever After Reviews Not only immensely imaginative, but incredibly
ingenious - it's an unforgettable journey. Chris for Romance Junkies Reviews Her ability to create a story that captures readers and characters with depth will keep me coming back for more. Claudia for A
Romance Review She shows the reader how beautiful and seductive two men can be when they unleash their desires for each other. It's a romance that has a number of elements, all combined to make a
very captivating story. I'm looking forward to reading more in this imaginative series. Leslie for Leslie's Psyche A thrilling exploration of battle, self-loathing, trust, and a soul-shaking love that time cannot
erase. Rhonda for Vampire Romance Books
Alex continues to try a variety of techniques to impress Becky, some of which get him into trouble.
Claire Davenport is a hopeless romantic who shared her first kiss with Alex Murphy during a game of Spin the Bottle. Only Alex never pursued her after their kissing session and Claire regrets not telling him
about her crush. At twenty-seven, no boyfriends have captured her heart in the same way. Still, she hasn't given up on finding the one. Unfortunately, Forever Designs, her boutique wedding dress business,
is accumulating more bills than invoices so love has to take a backseat for now. When a famous model books Claire to design her wedding dress, she jumps at the opportunity only to find out the client is her
childhood best friend and rival, Missy Peters. Claire and Missy's friendship imploded when Missy stole Claire's high school boyfriend. To save her business, Claire has no choice, but to work with Missy. To
Claire's surprise, the best man turns out to be Alex Murphy. Gone is the skinny boy with the awkward-but-endearing kisses. Alex is now a sexy scientist, who for some reason seems determined to stop the
wedding, which Claire can't let happen. Now, Claire must design the perfect dress for demanding Missy, while at the same time countering Alex's attempts to break up the bride and groom. Can Claire
convince Alex to give Missy and her fiancé a chance, and that true love is possible? And can she do it without him breaking her heart all over again?
The next four fabulous stories in the time travel paranormal romance series! New friends and relationships expand time travel for Brody, Veris and Taylor. Meet Alexander, Rafe and Sydney and share their
adventures across the timescape—while old enemies and time itself threatens the friends at every turn. Kiss Across Deserts Time travel is not for the weak of heart. When a kiss sends Alex and Sydney back
to Alex’s beloved desert, and he realizes that Taylor is not the only one who can time travel, the questions pile up like gunpowder. The flint that strikes the spark is Sydney’s past, which is exposed when
Rafael reaches through time and uncovers her dangerous secret. Kiss Across Kingdoms They must go back in time because history says they already have. A secret cipher inside an ancient seal insists Rafe
and Sydney travel back through time to Powys, the most powerful kingdom of old Wales, but when they jump back they are separated. Rafe finds himself in Powys, scribe to the king. Sydney is in the land of
the Lady of Mercia, alone in a time she doesn’t know. The two must find a way back to each other across the warring kingdoms, while Alex tries desperately to help them, from eleven centuries into the
future… Time And Tyra Again* One hundred years ago, a meeting was arranged that would alter the course of history. In 1191 at the Siege of Acre, Alexander Karim helped Brody Gallagher escape death by
immolation. When Alex arrives in York, England, one hundred years later for their appointed meeting, he sees instead someone from his human life—Tyra of Norwich, who died two hundred years ago. Kiss
Across Seas History doesn’t always repeat. Sometimes, it destroys. To protect everyone she loves from the threats of their greatest enemy, Sydney flings herself back in time to eleventh century Egypt,
where she meets a very human Alexander. Her arrival causes the death of the knight who would have drawn Alex to Jerusalem, and destroys a chain of events that ends with Sydney, Rafe and Alex meeting
in the twenty-first century. Time travel has always been an interesting concept, but Cooper-Posey takes it to another level because her stories arc over an entire series - and over several centuries. I LOVE
IT!!! – Reader Review. Reader Advisory: This paranormal time travel box set features super-hot alpha vampire heroes, and explicit sex scenes. Do not read this series if frank sexual language offends you.
The time-space continuum was restored to order at the end of this book. Promise. This book is part of the Kiss Across Time paranormal time travel series: 1.0: Kiss Across Time 2.0: Kiss Across Swords 2.5:
Time Kissed Moments* 3.0: Kiss Across Chains 3.5: Kiss Across Time Box One 4.0: Kiss Across Deserts 5.0: Kiss Across Kingdoms 5.1: Time And Tyra Again* 6.0: Kiss Across Seas 6.5: Kiss Across Time
Box Two 7.0: Kiss Across Worlds 7.1: Time and Remembrance* 8.0: Kiss Across Tomorrow 8.1: More Time Kissed Moments* 9.0: Kiss Across Blades 10.0: Kiss Across Chaos 11.0: Kiss Across the Universe
11.1: Even More Time Kissed Moments* 12.0: Kiss Across Forever [*Time Kissed Moments are short stories, novellas and collections featuring the characters and situations featured in the Kiss Across Time
series.] The series has ongoing storylines and characters. Reading the books in order is recommended. A Time Travel Vampire Romance Boxed Set

Legendary detective Black Jack Riley likes fast cars and faster women. But he's a man on a mission: going undercover at the Dahlia Speedway to avenge a friend. Enter sexy,
unpredictable young mechanic Alexandra Morgan. She's delicious trouble, with a capital T! She's also key to his success… …if Jack can keep her from blowing his cover. Their
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thrilling rides between the sheets are a sweet bonus. Yet no matter how hard and hot Alex revs his motor, vengeance drives Jack. If he loses control, he loses the case. And
even the raciest sex of his life isn't worth that….
Outwardly icy Alex Chandler would do anything to fulfill his late wife's dream of creating a child. But why had she chosen her earthy, annoying, offbeat half sister to be the
surrogate mom? True, Dena was devoted to her own twin tykes. Plus, she was warm, womanly and—hold it! Was Alex actually aching to make a family with Dena? Dena loved
mothering. But make a baby for arctic Alex, then—shudder!—walk away? How could she? Especially when her swelling belly turned Alex's machismo into tenderness—and made
her yearn to be more than merely the surrogate mother of his child?
See it through both their eyes. Beastly I am a beast. A beast. You think I'm talking fairy tales? No way. The place is New York City. The time is now. And I'll stay this way
forever—ruined—unless I can break the spell. Yes, the spell, the one the witch in my English class cast on me. Why did she turn me into a beast who hides by day and prowls by
night? I'll tell you. I'll tell you how I used to be Kyle Kingsbury, the guy you wished you were, with money, perfect looks, and the perfect life. And then, I'll tell you how I became
perfectly . . . beastly. Lindy's Diary Diary, I am locked away . . . with no one to confi de in but you . . . and him. His fur, those claws—they caught me off guard at first, but now I'm
noticing something else about him—something deeper. It's the look in his eye. It tells me he's got a secret to keep. That's okay—I've got one, too. I think I'm falling in love with him.
. . . Lindy
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Beastly, Alex Flinn, comes a new contemporary novel about one girl’s journey to find her voice and let love in. “A delicious
bonbon of a love story.”—New York Times bestselling and award-winning author Nancy Werlin Jacaranda Abbott has always tried to keep her mouth shut. As a foster kid, she’s
learned the hard way that the less she talks about her mother and why she’s in jail, the better. But when a video of Jacaranda singing goes viral, a mysterious benefactor offers
her a life-changing opportunity—a scholarship to a prestigious boarding school for performing arts. Eager to start over somewhere new, Jacaranda leaps at the chance, and she
pours her heart out in emails to the benefactor she’s never met. Suddenly she’s swept up into a world of privilege where the competition is fierce and the talent is next level. As
Jacaranda—Jackie to her new friends—tries to find her place, a charming boy from this world of wealth catches her eye. She begins to fall for him, but can he accept her for who
she really is?
Internationally bestselling author Alex Gray returns with another dark, twisty mystery featuring Detective Chief Inspector William Lorimer Eric Chalmers is one of the most popular
teachers at Muirpark Secondary School in Glasgow. Gentle and kind, he is the one adult students trust as a confidant. So when precocious teenager Julie Donaldson accuses
Chalmers of rape, the school goes into shock. How could a deeply religious family man like Chalmers do such a thing? With some students and teachers supporting Julie, and
others standing by Chalmers, life at Muirpark is far from harmonious. And then the situation gets much worse — Julie Donaldson goes missing, and the police are called in. For
DCI William Lorimer, this is the second missing persons case in a week. He’s had too many sleepless nights worrying about a toddler who has been missing for several days.
Julie’s disappearance adds a further burden to Lorimer’s already overstretched workload. With each day, the likelihood of either girl being found alive diminishes, and Lorimer
finds himself racing against the clock to save innocent lives.
Tells the story of Kendra, a witch, and the first three-hundred years of her life, including takes on a classic fairy tale, the 1666 plague in Britain, the Titanic disaster, and the story
of a modern-day, plain stepsister.
Mahiro became a professional figure skater for one reason -- the object of his lust from the time he was a teenager, Alex Breschi. But he never advanced far enough for Alex to
notice him. Now Alex is retired from skating and working as a thriller author, while Mahiro gracefully bowed out of competition to become a successful app developer and
professional Dom in New York City. Reality and fantasy collide at a penthouse play party when Mahiro meets his idol. Alex is researching a book, and he wants to learn more
about the lifestyle. In fact, he wants to be trained as a submissive. By Mahiro. Mahiro knows it's a terrible idea. He's hardly objective, and Alex is a novice. Still, all those years of
longing shatter his reserve, and he cannot refuse to have the man of his dreams in his hands. He's going to make sure Alex notices him now. It's only a business arrangement,
and since Alex is returning to Russia in a few months, Mahiro can have some fun without divulging his past ... or his obsession. What does he have to lose?
Alex Flinn, New York Times #1 bestseller, is back with more magical modernized fairy tales! These three present-day takes on classic stories appear in one collection for the first
time. Cloaked: Johnny spends his days relaxing in South Beach—until the visiting Princess Victoriana sends him on a quest to find a frog prince in the Florida Keys. This mashup
of twisted fairy tales will keep readers hopping! Kiss in Time: Princess Talia, whose family rules a tiny European kingdom in the 1700s, has been warned to keep away from
spindles. Jack, who's touring modern Europe on an educational trip, has been ordered to stay with his group. But teens aren't good listeners—and now they're going to have to
find their way together. Kiss in Time is a Junior Library Guild Selection. Towering: While Rachel has been imprisoned in a tower by "Mama" for years, Wyatt's mother just shipped
him off to live with a family acquaintance. Isolated as they are, what could they learn from the journal of a girl who's been missing for seventeen years?
Don’t miss this timely contemporary young adult novel from Alex Flinn, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Beastly, about a teenage boy’s struggle to break free from the cycle of
abuse. “Gripping.” —Publishers Weekly Intelligent, popular, handsome, and wealthy, sixteen-year-old Nick Andreas is pretty much perfect—on the outside, at least. What no one knows—not
even his best friend—is the terror and anger that Nick faces every time he is alone with his father. Then he and Caitlin fall in love, and Nick thinks his problems are over. Caitlin is the one
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person he can confide in, the only person who understands him. But when Nick’s anger and jealousy overtake him, things begin to spiral out of control and Nick realizes that he’s more his
father’s son than he wants to be. Now Nick must confront his inner demons to stop the history of violence from repeating itself. Winner of the Black-Eyed Susan Award An ALA Top 10 Best
Book for Young Adults An International Reading Association Young Adult Choices List Pick A New York Public Library Book for the Teen Age Pick
A last ditch effort to save her marriage Fresh out of college, Alexandra Conklin said I do to a handsome young minister. They filed for divorce less than a year later, proceedings they halted
when Alex learned she was pregnant. Twenty years later, Hunter’s ministry is thriving while Alex struggles to put a happy face on her husband’s daily neglect. What choice does she have?
None until those forgotten divorce papers surface—valid, filed, and legal. A man on a mission Throughout the twenty years of his ministry, Hunter Conklin has given everything—his time, his
attention, his passion—to the pursuit of what God called him to do, leaving nothing but the leftovers for the most important people in his life. When his wife moves out, he’s forced to examine
his life. What he finds is a home where he’s more visitor than occupant, children who rarely see him outside the church, and a wife who smiles to hide her loneliness. Is this what God had in
mind for him…for his family? Pastors are people too With a youthful misunderstanding hanging over their heads and pressure from their congregation mounting, Alex and Hunter scramble to
find a balance between her expectations and his priorities before everything they’ve worked for crumbles to dust at their feet.
In Los Angeles, a reporter investigating a series of murders is killed. In Chapel Hill, North Carolina, a beautiful medical intern suddenly disappears. Washington D.C.Us Alex Cross is back to
solve the most baffling and terrifying murder case ever. Two clever pattern killers are collaborating, cooperating, competing--and they are working coast to coast.
Can poverty and privilege find a loving compromise? Alexandre Bonfils, a rich and spoiled second son, is tired of being ignored and decides to help when the family’s exclusive wine business
is in trouble. Going undercover in the warehouse, he loves the adventure—and the chance to be close to the sassy and sexy manager, Tate Somerton. Tate is hardworking and financially
struggling, bringing up his siblings on his own. A suspected saboteur at work is his latest challenge, but now he also has a clueless, though very attractive, new intern. There’s an immediate
spark between the ill-matched couple, until a shocking accident cuts short Alex’s amateur sleuthing. While recovering in the generous care of Tate and his family, will Alex realise what
belonging really means? Passion and pride come together to fight for the company they’re both committed to preserving, but can a personal bond remain when the dust settles? This story
offers you a spoiled yet cutely redeemable millionaire, a selfless hero who’s always put his family above his love life, the glamorous world of luxury winemaking, ‘found’ family, a devious
gran, a no-nonsense warehouse manager with a hot chocolate addiction, and a saboteur who must be found before disaster strikes!
They must go back in time because history says they already have. A secret cipher inside an ancient seal insists Rafe and Sydney travel back through time to Powys, the most powerful
kingdom of old Wales, but when they jump back they are separated. Rafe finds himself in Powys, scribe to the king. Sydney is in the land of the Lady of Mercia, alone in a time she doesn’t
know. The two must find a way back to each other across the warring kingdoms, while Alex tries desperately to help them, from eleven centuries into the future… Kiss Across Kingdoms is
immensely imaginative and incredibly ingenious, an unforgettable tale with engaging, unpredictable, outrageously funny and down-right appealing characters who will steal your heart and
bring you back for more soul-shaking love that time cannot erase. Grab your copy of the latest installment in this enthralling and eagerly awaited series today! Reader Advisory: This time travel
novel features two super-hot alpha vampire heroes, and explicit sex scenes. Do not read this book if frank sexual language offends you. The time-space continuum was restored to order at the
end of this book. Promise. This book is part of the Kiss Across Time paranormal time travel series: 1.0: Kiss Across Time 2.0: Kiss Across Swords 2.5: Time Kissed Moments* 3.0: Kiss Across
Chains 4.0: Kiss Across Deserts 5.0: Kiss Across Kingdoms 5.1: Time And Tyra Again* 6.0: Kiss Across Seas 7.0: Kiss Across Worlds 7.1: Time And Remembrance* 8.0: Kiss Across
Tomorrow 8.1: More Time Kissed Moments* 9.0: Kiss Across Blades 10.0: Kiss Across Chaos 11.0: Kiss Across the Universe 11.1: Even More Time Kissed Moments* 12.0: Kiss Across
Forever [*Time Kissed Moments are short stories, novellas and collections featuring the characters and situations featured in the Kiss Across Time series.] The series has ongoing storylines
and characters. Reading the books in order is recommended. A Vampire Time Travel Romance ___ Praise for Kiss Across Kingdoms The intensity of the romance between the three is not to
missed I like how the book paints the story in your mind. As usual Tracy has delivered another amazing story. In my view Tracy is by far one of the best writers of our time I was anxiously
waiting for Alex, Sydney, and Rafael to continue their story, and WOW, was it worth the wait. I have been on tender hooks waiting for this book to be released - I just love this time travel series
It's a unique twist to the time traveling genre As a historical fiction junkie, I had a blast reading this tale. I will admit I am enthralled by her genius. It never ceases to amaze me how elaborate
Tracy's writing is. This is a tale of love, strength, bravery and time traveling in a wonderful and bloody setting. Loved this one! I never try to out guess the direction Tracy's books are going to
take me The chemistry and devotion between not only Sydney and her two hot vampire lovers but between Rafe and Alex always leaves me breathless.
Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the story of Liesel--a young German girl whose book-stealing and story-telling talents help sustain her family and the Jewish
man they are hiding, as well as their neighbors.
New York Times #1 bestselling author Alex Flinn reimagined the fairy tale Beauty and the Beast in Beastly and gave a twist to the story of Sleeping Beauty in A Kiss in Time. Now with her
gothic and darkly romantic YA novel Towering, Alex Flinn retells the tale of Rapunzel. When Rachel was taken to live in a tower by a woman she calls Mama, she was excited. She felt like a
princess in a castle. But many years later, Rachel knows her palace is really a prison, and begins to plan her escape. She is encouraged by the speed with which her golden hair has been
growing. It's gotten long enough to reach the ground. And she's begun dreaming of a green-eyed man. Could he be out there in the world? Is he coming to save her? Or will she find a way to
save herself?
The second novel in the bestselling Alex Cross seriesDetective Alex Cross is caught between two murderous masterminds - and so is his family...When his niece Naomi goes missing, Alex
Cross follows the trail - and discovers links to a string of recent abductions and murders, with one horrifying complication.There are two killers at work on opposite sides of the country,
collaborating and competing to commit the worst crimes the country has ever seen.With his family at risk, Cross knows that his investigation is putting him directly in the line of fire...Adapted as
a major Hollywood movie, starring Morgan Freeman
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